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HOW DO WE DEFINE ”FAMILY”?

 Definitions of family vary throughout history and across cultures

 In Europe and the US, family included anyone living under one roof

 Starting in the nineteenth century the word “family” referred to a married couple and their children

 The term “extended family” was born to describe any family member beyond the household
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HOW OTHERS DEFINE “FAMILY”

 Ideas of family and parenthood differ across societies

 The Toda people from southern India believe that when a woman marries a man, she marries all her brothers 

 Among some African and Native American groups, a woman can take on another woman as a “female husband”

 The Lakher of Southeast Asia view a child’s link to his/her mother only through her relationship to their father

 In the US, it was not until 1968 that the Supreme Court ruled that children born out of wedlock had the right to collect 
debts, and inherit family belongings



FAMILY CULTURAL UNIVERSALS

 All societies have some definition of family

 All societies use the term to assign or explain certain sexual relations and kinship

 The way in which family is defined and considered “normal” in practice and in theory tends to represent the 
interests of the dominant members of society 

 Members of less powerful groups often create their own version of “family,” and this influences the institution of 
family as a whole
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FAMILY SYSTEMS OF EARLY AMERICA

 Native Americans

 Kinship rules and marital alliances determined an individual’s place in the existing social network

 Obligations to family organized the production and distribution of goods, negotiation of conflicts, and justice

 Families did not own property, but did own tools and their own products

 Families were not under strict control of anyone, and had political autonomy

 Elders represented their families in major decision making within their communities 



FAMILY SYSTEMS OF EARLY AMERICA (PART 2)

 Europeans

 European families who arrived in North America were part of a developing market economy 

 Europeans were under the rule of the state, who had complete authority and enforced territorial boundaries and national 
interests with sending country

 Wealthy colonial families had far more power than any Native American family, and had far more resources. This was not 
something Native Americans had ever witnessed

 The property owning nuclear family was the foundation of the social hierarchy 

 The family was the most important institution of colonial society.  All members of society were expected to belong to a 
family.  



FAMILY SYSTEMS OF EARLY AMERICA (PART 3)

 Africans

 Africans who were captured and taken to the New World to serve the white settlers came from kinship-based societies 
much as the Native American families

 Some of those societies had more complex political systems and status differences among its members

 The family arrangements of African slaves differed

 Africans had to deal with having been kidnapped, the loss of their language, the brutality of slavery, and the worsening of 
racial attitudes in the first two centuries of colonization

 Married couples were often not allowed to live together, and families were constantly broken up 

 Africans adapted their old cultural traditions with their current conditions 

 Families were child-central instead of marriage-central



THE DOMESTIC IDEAL 

 In the mid 1800s onward, the separation of home and work began with industrialization

 Families responded by reorganizing their division of labor by age and gender

 Men and children (for working class families) engaged in paid work outside the home

 Unmarried women joined the workforce too, usually engaging in traditionally female jobs like teaching, or sewing 

 Wives went from co-producers of the family subsistence, to being responsible for the family’s comfort  

 Parenting changed

 Sons had to be prepared for wage employment and daughters for a new form of domestic life

 A middle class ideal of parenting was born– placing mothers at the emotional center of family life

 Extension of childhood 



CONTINUED

 The extension of childhood for white middleclass children happened at the expense of poor and children of color

 Children of slaves often worked as soon as they could, and their mothers had to care for the homes and children 
of their owners

 Wealthy and middle class women owned slaves or hired servants to do domestic work. This continues even 
today– wealthy families often outsource domestic labor in an industry where promotions are non-existent, and 
pay increases seldom occur.  



FERTILITY DURING INDUSTRIALIZATION  

 As industrialization expanded, fertility rates fell 

 Married couples had fewer children so that they could invest more time and energy on them 

 Abortion was legal until late nineteenth century, and the common abortion seeker was a married woman 

 Abortion was later criminalized, as well contraception. 

 Women began fighting for the right to family planning 
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INDUSTRIALIZATION, IMMIGRATION AND FAMILY

 Over 10 million immigrants arrived from Europe between 1830 and 1882

 Newly arriving immigrants often took on low level jobs 

 Immigrants encountered poor conditions in housing and faced discrimination 

 Immigrants developed ways to adapt to their new life as well as their place in society 

 Immigrant enclaves provided labor connections, and social support networks for incoming immigrants (Little Italy)



END OF SLAVERY:  JIM CROW AND BLACK FAMILIES 

 After slavery, Black Americans were not able to enter society as equal citizens

 Those who moved North faced discrimination and segregated neighborhoods 

 Those who lived in the South, struggled as sharecroppers, domestics or agricultural workers 

 Following the Civil War, whites in the South fought back after Radical Reconstruction– with an increase in mob violence and 
the passage of the Jim Crow Laws designed to restore white supremacy 



FAMILY AND CLASS

 The new ideal of the domestic middle-class was not for everyone

 Working-class youth left the home to work in mills and mines

 Modernization did not happen for everyone at the same time, and in the same way

 Class differences became much more prevalent than ever before: 

 Family arrangements

 Home furnishings

 Consumption patters

 Home ownership and automobiles (early 20th century)



MARRIAGE 

 The regulation of marriage in the US has changed over time 

 In early America, if a couple acted as if they were married– they were treated as such

 Until 1860, living together was accepted by the Supreme Court as long as the community allowed it

 Informal marriage and self-divorce were common

 Interracial marriage was relatively more frequent in the first three quarters of the nineteenth century until laws 
prohibited it starting in the 1880s

 During the civil rights era, many of these laws were overturned, making it legal for heterosexuals to marry 
anyone they wanted

 Gay marriage became legal in 2015



FAMILY AND THE CONSUMER ECONOMY 

 Industrialization led to mass communication and mass production, together with the following changes: 

 Abolition of child labor and compulsory schooling  led  

 Spread of national radio, film and eventually the TV industry

 The majority of households were made up of a breadwinning father and a homemaking mother

 Immigrants and some working class whites still pulled their kids from school for work

 African American mothers were more likely to work outside of the home

 Single women entered new occupations 

 Dating led to spending money: boys paid for the dates, and girls prevented them from going “too far.” 



FAMILY AND THE CONSUMER ECONOMY, CONTINUED 

 The emotional life shifted from siblings and friends to the husband-wife bond

 Men and women began having higher expectations for marriage 

 It was not uncommon for boys to experiment with sex before marriage

 Divorce rates tripled in the 1920s

 During the Depression, marriage rates fell as well as birth rates

 After WWII, marriage rates skyrocketed, and the Baby Boom took place

 A renewed emphasis on female domesticity emerged after the war

 Tax codes were rewritten to discourage women from working outside of the home



FAMILY AND THE CONSUMER ECONOMY, END

 The GI Bill provided access to college and low rate mortgages for GIs returning from the war

 An explosion in the housing industry, government subsidies, and high rates of unionization gave young families an 
economic boost

 Between 1947 and 1973, real wages rose, on average, by 81%

 Poverty was almost eradicated for some Americans

 Not everything was as perfect as it seemed: 

 high rates of domestic violence, battery,  alcoholism and suicide were swept under the rug

 African Americans, Hispanics and LGBT folks were discriminated against

 Jim Crow laws plagued the South, and folks in the North were not welcoming either



HOW DID WE GET HERE? 

 In the 1960s marriage rates began to fall

 The Women’s Movement achieved accessibility to birth control, and in 1973- legal abortion

 As the economy began to suffer in the late 70s, women entered the workforce in higher numbers

 An increase in the gap between rich and poor began to expand further during the late 70s

 Most American households are dual income

 Mothers and fathers (both working or stay-at-home) spend more time with their kids today than parents did in 
the 1950s and 60s

 Same sex marriage is now legal in America

 Family is always in flux.  Attempting to return to “better” times is not an effective way to deal with change. 
Creating new family values and social-support institutions will better serve us 
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